The precipitation efficiency of cumulus congestus clouds is investigated with a new Lagrangian particle framework for large-eddy simulations. The framework is designed to track particles representative of individual water molecules. A Monte Carlo approach facilitates the transition of particles between the different water classes (e.g., vapor, rain, or graupel). With this framework, it is possible to reconstruct the pathways of water as it moves from vapor at a particular altitude to rain at the surface. By tracking water molecules through both physical and microphysical space, the precipitation efficiency can be studied in detail as a function of height.
Introduction
A cloud's precipitation efficiency (PE)-loosely defined as the efficiency with which it converts vapor to surface precipitation-can have a large impact on the detrained cloud cover, cloud radiative forcing, and, through its impact on the profiles of radiative and latent heating, the large-scale atmospheric circulation. As a consequence, parameters related to precipitation efficiency in global climate models have a large influence on the simulated climate (Knight et al. 2007; Sanderson et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2012 Yang et al. , 2013 .
Previous studies reported a wide range of possible PEs partly as a result of different underlying definitions.
Observational studies typically defined PE as the precipitating fraction of the vapor mass fluxed into a cloud (Braham 1952; Auer and Marwitz 1968; Fankhauser 1988) . Analogously, drying ratios (DR) have been used to quantify the amount of water extracted by surface rainfall from the atmosphere in flows over mountains (Smith et al. 2003; Kirshbaum and Smith 2008) . In numerical experiments, PE was commonly defined as the ratio of precipitation rates over condensation rates (Murray and Koenig 1972; Weisman and Klemp 1982; Pauluis and Held 2002; Cohen and McCaul 2007; Romps 2011) . Both of the aforementioned estimates were based on either instantaneous rates or time-integrated totals.
Unfortunately, such definitions may result in efficiencies larger than 1 (Auer and Marwitz 1968; Sui et al. 2005) since, for example, in the case of a condensation PE, the release of stored hydrometeors and/or hydrometeor advection from remote regions are not taken into account as rainfall sources (Sui et al. 2007 ). This issue is inherently tied to the Lagrangian nature of water transformations. Irrespective of its evolution in physical space, once a water molecule is provided to a cloud (entrainment stage), it may eventually condense (condensation stage), become part of a falling hydrometeor (formation stage), and might even reach the surface (sedimentation stage). It is natural to define condensation, formation, and sedimentation efficiencies of cloudprocessed water as the conditional probabilities of water molecules to reach certain stages in this cycle. As an example, the formation efficiency equals the average probability of water molecules to form precipitation, given that they condensed before (in the particular cloud or storm system being studied).
Even though a different approach was pursued in their study, Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005) demonstrated the utility of Lagrangian investigations of microphysical processes in cumulus clouds. To measure the above-listed efficiencies, a new framework is developed here to track representative water molecules within large-eddy simulations of moist convection. Previous studies have used Lagrangian particles to record the trajectories of dry air (e.g., Heus et al. 2008; Yeo and Romps 2013) . We may think of those studies as using Lagrangian particles to track representative nitrogen molecules. Here, we use Lagrangian particles to track representative water molecules in a similar fashion. However, since water molecules can exist in different types of water classes (in this study, there are six classes corresponding to vapor, cloud liquid, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel), the molecules must be tracked through microphysical space as well as physical space. To accomplish this task, each Lagrangian particle must move through physical space (i.e., x, y, and z) and microphysical space (i.e., in which of the six classes it resides) in the same way as actual water molecules. Particles associated with a precipitating class must fall relative to the mean flow with the appropriate terminal velocity. Particles in a region of the cloud where molecules are being exchanged between water classes must hop from class to class with the same statistics, which is accomplished here with a stochastic Monte Carlo method. Note that this particlemolecule analogy is limited in realism by the underlying microphysical scheme. With the bulk scheme used here, it is not possible to account for the last-in-first-out mechanism that would apply to molecules that freeze onto a hailstone, and no accounting is made for the exchange of molecules between vapor and condensed phases that occurs in equilibrium.
The introduced framework allows for a straightforward definition of PE-namely, as the fraction of condensed particles that subsequently rains out. Equivalently, PE may be viewed as the probability of a water molecule to reach the surface given that it condensed at least once at an earlier time. Analogously, a drying ratio (DR) is defined as the probability of a water molecule to reach the surface given that it entrained into the cloud at least once. DR is related to PE as DR 5 CE 3 PE 5 CE 3 FE 3 SE ,
where CE is the condensation efficiency and PE is the product of the formation efficiency (FE) and the sedimentation efficiency (SE). CE, FE, and SE are defined as the conditional probabilities of reaching the condensation, formation, and sedimentation stages, respectively, given that the previous stage in the cycle had been reached at least once.
In his early studies, Braham (1952) estimated the average DR and PE of observed precipitating thunderstorms to be as small as 10% and 19%, respectively. In more recent numerical studies, similarly small values of about 20% have been reported for PE (e.g., Pauluis and Held 2002; Romps 2011) . It is unclear, however, what controls those small DRs and PEs. Since several studies report that undiluted air parcels are exceedingly rare (Zipser 2003; Kuang and Bretherton 2006; Romps and Kuang 2010) , one hypothesis is that turbulent mixing reduces the in-cloud residence time of water considerably. This would render condensation efficiencies considerably smaller than those of adiabatic parcel ascents within protected cloud cores. As an example, one may think of 2 moles (mol) of water rising in a cloud with a high chance to condense. In a mixing event these 2 mol might get replaced by 1 mol from the environment of the cloud. The latter will end up in the cloud, but with a lower chance for condensation. Adding to this detrimental effect, the mixing process might also lower the buoyancy of air hosting other vapor molecules that rise inside the cloud.
The role of undiluted cloud cores for cumulus dynamics has been emphasized in other studies Damiani et al. 2006; Carpenter et al. 1998; Zhao and Austin 2005) and their existence is frequently explained by the theory of shedding thermals (Scorer and Ludlam 1953; Blyth et al. 1988) . The latter concept describes rising bubbles that entrain and mix environmental air in their wakes but retain an undiluted upper core. If the erosion rate of these cores is small enough, then this could imply that vapor entrained through cloud base (and then residing in these cores) has, on average, longer in-cloud residence times than vapor entrained laterally and thus also a higher condensation efficiency.
This ultimately raises another question: how much water is contributed to surface precipitation from each height range in the atmosphere? The answer to this question has implications for cloud-seeding experiments (Auer and Marwitz 1968; Fankhauser 1988) , aerosolcloud interactions (e.g., Phillips et al. 2005; van den Heever et al. 2011) , and, in particular, the scavenging of aerosols (Respondek et al. 1995) . Also, the thermodynamic scaling of tropical extreme precipitation with surface temperature can be expected to depend on the respective fractions of precipitation originating from the lower and upper troposphere, simply, because in the tropics the water vapor content at the surface scales at a lower rate with surface temperature than the column-integrated water vapor content (O'Gorman and Muller 2010; Muller et al. 2011) .
In this study, the Lagrangian framework described above is combined with large-eddy simulations (LES) of cumulus clouds. The original height of precipitating water vapor will be determined by quantifying the nonlocal transport of water by means of transilient matrices. For example, the matrix for entraining vapor will be obtained by binning all particles that entrain at least once according to their origin height and destination height. Based on this approach, the early picture of the transport and processing of water by cumulus clouds (e.g., Braham 1952 ) is updated and the efficiencies of cloud-base vapor (origin height is below cloud base) and laterally entrained vapor (origin height is above cloud base) are determined. Our motivation here is to apply the developed Lagrangian framework to gain new insights into cloud efficiencies from a few simulations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The new Lagrangian framework is introduced in section 2 and its coupling to LES is explained in section 3. The transilient matrix for water and the resulting water budget of cumulus clouds are presented in section 4. The height and time dependence of cloud efficiencies are presented in section 5, and section 6 summarizes the conclusions.
Stochastic Lagrangian particle framework a. General description
The Lagrangian particles used here are passive in the sense that their presence does not affect the Eulerian LES. The particles are simply diagnostic, recording a history of their position and microphysical state as they go. Each Lagrangian particle is assigned to one water class at a time, just as a water molecule resides in one water class at a time. Despite the focus here on water, this framework is generally applicable to the tracking of mass through any nonconserved (i.e., nonpassive or active) Eulerian categories. This could include the tracking of oxygen through different oxygenated compounds in a study of atmospheric chemistry, the tracking of carbon through different combustion products in a numerical simulation of an engine, or the tracking of baryons through various isotopes in a fission reaction. No matter the application, the goal is to capture the movement of mass through physical and microphysical (or chemical or nuclear) space in a statistical sense by tracking a large number of representative molecules, atoms, or baryons.
To accomplish this, the Lagrangian particles must move through physical and microphysical space in a way that conserves, in a statistical sense, the ratio of the number density of particles in category i to the mass density of Eulerian water in category i. We can state this mathematically if we denote the number of particles per volume in category i as N i and the mass of Eulerian water per volume in category i as r i . We wish to conserve, as closely as possible, the specific number density N i * 5 N i /r i (kg 21 ). Furthermore, we want each particle to represent the same amount of water mass, so the particles will be initialized in the simulation such that N i *(x, y, z) has a homogeneous distribution in space and the same value for all i; that is, N i *(x, y, z) takes the same constant value for all x, y, z, and i. Given the category i of a particle, its position evolves in time as For a compressible flow, the conservation equations for any nonconserved Eulerian mass density r i (kg m 23 ) and its corresponding particle number density N i (m 23 ) are given by
with _ r i the net mass source and _ N i the net particle source due to conversion of mass between the categories. The mass sources are parameterized within Eulerian frameworks and could represent sources due to, for example, chemical reactions or microphysical transformations.
Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) yields the conservation equation for N i * as
Since N i * shall be homogenous in space (at least statistically), conservation of N i * is satisfied if
that is, if the fractional mass and number-density sources are equal. The net source of mass in a category may be decomposed further into individual rates _ r ij from j to i, which are nonnegative by definition. In terms of these individual rates, _ r i is given by
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), and using the fact that N i * 5 N j * , we obtain
If this were integrated with an Euler scheme, N i would be advanced by a time step dt according to
For a particular grid cell and time step of the LES, this equation tells us that the number of i particles that should be converted to j particles is dtN i _ r ji /r i . In this study of clouds, _ r ji comes from a microphysical parameterization, which knows nothing about the Lagrangian particles. Therefore, unless dtN i _ r ji /r i is 0 or 1, it will not be an integer. This means that we must grapple with the following questions: which of the particles in category i should switch to category j, and how do we convert fractions of a particle?
b. Particle transitions
A stochastic framework is used here to address these questions. In this scheme, particles switch randomly between categories with transition probabilities prescribed such that Eq. (9) is satisfied on average. Equation (9) can be written in matrix form as
where the probability matrix P is defined by
dt _ r ij /r j , for i 6 ¼ j and r j . 
The diagonal elements of P correspond to the probability of a particle staying in its own category, while off-diagonal elements describe the probability of switching from category j to category i. Note that P can be interpreted as a probability matrix if and only if the diagonal elements are nonnegative. (If the diagonal elements are nonnegative, then the off-diagonal elements are bounded above by 1.) It is easy to imagine cases where this is not satisfied. Consider, for example, a category with a very small stock of mass, but through which a large amount of mass is routed in a single time step (i.e., with the mass coming into the category largely balanced by mass leaving the category). In the modified microphysics that we are using, no more mass leaves a category in a time step than is available in that category. Therefore, the diagonal elements of P are bounded by 0 and 1. For a category j with zero mass, the ratio _ r ij /r j would be 0 divided by 0, which is undefined. Since N j should be 0 in these cases, it does not matter what probability is assigned in these cases, so a value of 0 has been used in Eq. (11). Having defined P in Eq. (11) and its relationship to the evolution of N in Eq. (10), we can then use P to move particles between categories in a stochastic way that captures the underlying Eulerian statistics without generating fractional particles.
c. Initial conditions and outline of a time step
In practice, N p particles are randomly distributed in the domain with the constraint that N i * is statistically homogeneous in three-dimensional space with the same value for all i. This is achieved by computing the fraction of the domainwide water mass M tot that resides in each grid box. This gives the probability for each particle to be initially seeded into a certain grid box. The position of each particle within a grid box is also chosen stochastically. Each particle can then be interpreted as representing a water mass of dm 5 M tot /N p . In a similar stochastic approach, the initial category is assigned to each particle with a probability distribution given by the fractions of total gridbox water mass explained by the individual categories. For example, the simulations presented below start from an atmosphere without condensate such that only vapor particles are seeded initially.
Once the initial conditions are set, the outline of a time step dt within the stochastic Lagrangian particle framework is as follows: 1) Given the parameterized mass-exchange rates _ r ij (t) and the mass distributions r j (t) in a grid box of the Eulerian host model, obtain P(t) from Eq. (11). 2) For each particle in that grid box, use a random number generator to decide if, given the transition probabilities in P(t), the particle switches to another category or not. 3) Interpolate u a and u if to the particle's position and advance the particle from t to t 1 dt using Eq. (2).
Large-eddy simulations a. General description
Large-eddy simulations are carried out using Das Atmosphärische Modell (DAM; Romps 2008). DAM solves the compressible equations in flux form using a splitexplicit (Klemp et al. 2007 ) total-variation-diminishing (TVD) third-order Runge-Kutta (RK3) discretization in time (Shu and Osher 1988) . Advection is discretized using a third-order upstream scheme and a positive-definite flux limiter (Thuburn 1996 ) is applied to the moisture scalars. Following the concept of implicit LES (e.g., Margolin et al. 2006) , no subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence closure is applied. The lateral boundary conditions are cyclic. A noslip bottom boundary condition with zero surface sensible and latent heat flux is applied.
The microphysical mass-exchange rates among six water classes are parameterized using an adapted LinLord-Krueger one-moment bulk scheme (Lin et al. 1983; Lord et al. 1984; Krueger et al. 1995) . The six water classes are water vapor, cloud liquid water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel. The original version of this scheme contained several ad hoc limiters for individual conversion processes. However, the mass-exchange rates were not scaled to avoid negative masses, which then had to be clipped after the microphysics call, followed by a mass-conserving rescaling of the resulting tendencies. Here, we remove the limiters of individual process rates and scale the final mass-exchange rates of each category j such that the total sink of a mass during one Euler step dtå j6 ¼i _ r ij does not exceed the available mass. Also, the evaporation of melting snow and graupel has been added to the scheme following Eq. (27) in Rutledge and Hobbs (1983) but applying coefficients consistent with the formulation by Lin et al. (1983) for melting [their Eqs. (32) and (47)].
Following Yeo and Romps (2013) , the Eulerian fields are mapped onto the Lagrangian particles using a third-order weighted essentially nonoscillatory (WENO) approximation (Shu 1998 ). The equation of particle motion [Eq. (2)] is integrated using TVD-RK3. Particles track the resolved flow and thus no SGS turbulent contributions are added to particle velocities (following, e.g., Boing et al. 2012; Yeo and Romps 2013) . A ''bounce back'' boundary condition is applied at z 5 0 and 20 km. Only precipitating particles (u if 6 ¼ 0) may penetrate through the lower boundary.
b. Simulation setup
Two simulations of warm and moist bubbles are presented in this paper, REF and MOIST, with the intention to mimic cumulus congestus clouds. Bubbles have frequently been studied in numerical frameworks (e.g., Carpenter et al. 1998; Yeo and Romps 2013) because of existing and quasi-equivalent laboratory frameworks (e.g., Batchelor 1954 ) and because of the similarity to observed atmospheric convection (Scorer and Ludlam 1953; Blyth et al. 1988; Damiani et al. 2006 ). The bubble is initiated in the center of the domain into an otherwise horizontally homogeneous background atmosphere. The latter has been obtained as domain mean from a previous cloud-resolving simulation of an atmosphere in radiativeconvective equilibrium (RCE) and thus represents a tropical atmosphere. A fixed sea surface temperature of 300 K and interactive shortwave and longwave radiation were used for this simulation (Romps and Kuang 2011 , their section 3). The perturbation is prescribed by (12) with r 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi The two simulations differ in their specified relative humidity profiles. In simulation REF, the water vapor mixing ratios are adapted to the perturbed temperature to obtain the original relative humidity distribution of the RCE profile. In simulation MOIST, the relative humidity is set by
which reduces the saturation deficit in MOIST by 25% in each grid box. In both simulations, the initial density is then specified to give hydrostatic balance in each grid column. MOIST results in a deeper convective cloud and more intense rainfall than REF.
As in Yeo and Romps (2013) , a domain size of 20 3 20 3 27.5 km 3 and a grid spacing of 50 m have been chosen. Depending on the local CFL condition, the time step switches between 1 and 2 s. Simulations end after Dt 5 120 min and capture the complete life cycle of the convective clouds. Simulations are initialized with N p 5 4 3 10 7 particles, corresponding to an equivalent average water mass per particle dm of 513 and 535 kg for REF and MOIST, respectively. Note that two additional sensitivity experiments, REF_MAR and MOIST_HAIL, have been carried out to address the sensitivity of our main findings to selected microphysical properties of the clouds. These experiments are described in the appendix.
c. Comparison of Eulerian and Lagrangian statistics
Time series of rain rates have been obtained from both the Eulerian sedimentation fluxes and from counting Lagrangian particles permeating the surface (Fig. 1a) . The agreement between Eulerian and Lagrangian rain rates is excellent, indicating that the temporal evolution of microphysics and transport is well represented by the
stochastic Lagrangian particle framework. The difference between the total Eulerian and Lagrangian rainfall is only 4% for both REF and MOIST, with the Lagrangian rain yield the larger of the two. Figure 1b illustrates the sensitivity of the obtained statistics to the number of seeded particles in simulation MOIST. The Lagrangian statistics converge already at N p , 4 3 10 7 . Differences begin to show up in rainfall statistics if every fourth particle is sampled. Sampling only every one hundred twenty-eighth particle (i.e., N p ' 3 3 10 5 ) results in considerable fluctuations of the surface rainfall rate.
Further evidence for the excellent performance of the new framework is given by Fig. 2 , which shows horizontally averaged particle number densities (dashed) and Eulerian mass densities (solid) for the different hydrometeor species after 24 min of simulation MOIST. The bottom axis is scaled such that overlying curves would indicate a statistically homogeneous vertical profile of N i * . Besides small statistical fluctuations of the ice-and snow-particle profiles (note the factor-10 scaling) and a slight overrepresentation of rain mass at low levels, the Eulerian hydrometeor distributions are very well captured by the respective particle categories. Analogous results are obtained for horizontal distributions. The remaining overestimation of the total rainfall (;4%) by Lagrangian statistics for N p 5 4 3 10 7 is due to the numerical diffusion of the Eulerian solver. Onedimensional advection tests revealed that mass is diffused out of a shocklike falling perturbation in hydrometeor mass. This effectively leads to a slight increase of N* (decrease of Eulerian mass) for the rain category. The small deviations for rain at lower levels reflect this behavior of the Eulerian solver.
Water transport by cumulus clouds a. Transilient matrix for water
Transilient matrices have proven useful in studies of the convective transport by large eddies (Stull 1984; Romps and Kuang 2011) . In contrast to the eddy diffusivity theory for local turbulence, they describe the turbulent mass flux between points separated in space. An element b(z, z o ) in such a matrix quantifies the nonlocal mass flux (kg m 22 s
21
) from within a layer of unit depth centered around the origin height z o to a layer of unit depth centered around destination height z. Thus, a transilient matrix has units of kg m 24 s 21 . Using the described particle framework, the transilient matrix for dry air is extended here to water Lagrangian statistics are computed for MOIST using different particle-sampling intervals (i.e., every one hundred twenty-eighth particle has been sampled for the green curve).
FIG. 2. Vertical profiles of horizontally averaged Eulerian mass densities (solid) and Lagrangian particle number densities (dashed) are shown for MOIST after 24 min. Distributions are based on layers with a depth of 50 m each and are shown for the five hydrometeor species. The bottom axis is scaled by particle mass such that overlying curves would indicate a perfect match between Eulerian mass and particle number. Ice and snow densities have been scaled by a factor of 10. mass. The flux described by this matrix will include water transport from hydrometeor free-fall and thus also include fluxes across the surface. Since the particles' history is known, the flux in such a matrix may also be subsetted to water mass that satisfies certain conditions (e.g., particular transitions between water categories).
Within this Lagrangian particle framework, the transilient flux b(z, z o ) from within a layer of depth dz centered around z o to a layer of depth dz centered around z is defined by
Here, I z [z k ] is a binary indicator that returns 1 if z k 2 [z 2 dz/2, z 1 dz/2] and 0 otherwise, and similarly for
To include the flux of water across the surface, one additional row is added to the matrix and all particles with z(t 5 Dt) 5 0 are added to this additional destination layer of arbitrary thickness. For illustration purposes we chose a layer of thickness dz centered around 2dz/2. Fluxes are averaged over the whole domain area A and over the simulation period Dt. The binary activity operator A k , which takes values of 0 or 1, subsets the particles to those that satisfy a certain condition during period Dt. If particle k entrains into the cloud at least once during the simulation (i.e., the sum of the Eulerian cloud liquid and cloud ice mass fractions at the location of the particle exceeds 10 25 kg kg 21 at some point in its history), then A ent k 5 1; otherwise, A ent k 5 0. If particle k condenses at least once (i.e., enters any of the nonprecipitating or precipitating cloud-condensate categories), then A con k 5 1; otherwise, A con k 5 0. If the particle enters a precipitating hydrometeor at least once (i.e., enters the rain, snow, or graupel category), then A prec k 5 1; otherwise, A prec k 5 0. For each of these three activity operators, there is a corresponding transilient matrix b, with matrix elements given by Eq. (14) and the labels ''ent,'' ''con,'' or ''prec'' on both Figure 3 shows the log base 10 of b ent and b con for both simulations. A layer thickness of dz 5 50 m has been used to construct these plots and the lowest row centered at 2dz/2 has been stretched for a better visualization of surface rainfall. The horizontal and vertical axes show origin heights and destination heights, respectively. In general, the area above the diagonal indicates water mass that experienced a net lifting, whereas areas below the diagonal show water that ends up at levels below its origin. Note that the difference between b ent and b con equals the transilient matrix of vapor that entrains but never condenses.
The transilient matrix for entrained water b ent (Figs. 3a,b) shows significant fluxes along and right below the diagonal, corresponding to water vapor that ends up where it started or somewhat below. Since the matrix for water includes hydrometeor free-fall, diagonal elements do not necessarily correspond to small local eddies. However, since the heavily populated elements around the diagonal are missing in the matrix for condensed water b con (Figs. 3c,d) , local entrainment and detrainment of vapor indeed explains the relatively large population of diagonal (and right-below diagonal) elements in b ent . Disentangling the individual displacements due to upward and downward motion of dry air and due to free-fall showed that the large population right below the diagonal is indeed caused nearly exclusively by downward motion in unsaturated regions rather than by hydrometeor free-fall. On average, the net upward displacement of water mass for these highly populated elements below the diagonal is about 500 m; the net downward displacement, however, is about 1500 m. The matrix elements more than about 1 km below the diagonal result almost exclusively from hydrometeor free-fall. The below-surface row in the matrices indicates that layers below 400 m contribute more to surface rainfall than layers of comparable thickness higher up. However, contributions to surface rainfall also originate from levels almost as high as the cloud top. A strong net upward flux of water can be seen mostly for origin levels below 400 m in b ent (Figs. 3a,b ) but also for origin levels above 1000 m. Significant water mass is lifted from within the bubble and effectively displaced to heights up to 7 and 10 km in REF and MOIST, respectively. Little water entrains at levels right above the initial bubble (i.e., between 400 and 1000 m). As seen from b con , only a fraction of the lifted water actually condensed (Figs. 3c,d) . A caveat to such a comparison of b ent and b con is that some of the net upward flux of condensing water is water that is carried upward, falls back down as precipitation, and evaporates above its original height. This contribution will be quantified below.
Recall that elements more than about 1 km below the diagonal result from the evaporation of falling hydrometeors. As seen from b con , a significant amount of precipitation evaporates and ends up at levels somewhat under the melting line, which is located at 4300 m. Further analysis showed that the increased flux to this specific level results from the evaporation of rain once significant snow and graupel has been melted. The melting of solid hydrometeors kicks in at the melting line but becomes significant only farther below owing to a delay by relative humidity effects [Lin et al. 1983, their Eq. (32) ]. The mass of water vapor entrained from a given height interval divided by the total mass of water vapor
entrained from all heights is shown by the solid lines in Figs. 4a and 4b. We denote this ''fraction of entrained vapor per height'' by f e , which has units of per meter. In terms of the transilient matrix b ent , f e is given by
In Figs. 4a and 4b, the dashed curves show the mass of water vapor that is rained out from a given height interval, divided by the total rainfall. We denote this here by f r with units of per meter. In terms of the transilient matrix b ent , f r is given by
whereby integral Ð 0 2dz dz denotes flux across the surface. Both f e and f r are largest for the lowest 400 m, show a minimum right above, and reveal further contributions from higher up. To obtain the integral fraction of vapor originating from below cloud base (z b 5 400 m) and the related rainfall fraction, we further quantify
. The former evaluates to 0.31 and 0.28 and the latter evaluates to 0.61 and 0.51 for REF and MOIST, respectively. In other words, only about one-third of all vapor that entrains into the cloud is provided through the cloud base. However, this contribution makes up for 50% or even more of the total surface rainfall. Very similar numbers are obtained for congestus clouds with modified microphysical properties (see appendix). Apparently, vapor entrained through cloud base is more efficiently converted into rainfall (i.e., has a higher drying ratio) than vapor entrained laterally. Considering these results, the difference between the two simulated clouds seems fairly small. The fraction of rain from above cloud base is somewhat higher in MOIST, since the fractional entrainment F is larger and since-as will be shown below-the relative difference in condensation efficiencies between REF and MOIST is largest for vapor that entrains into the upper parts of the cloud where the updraft is enhanced in MOIST.
b. Cloud efficiencies
The efficiencies of two different water entrainment pathways, through cloud base and laterally, are analyzed in this section in more detail. With the help of the transilient matrices b ent , b con , and b prec (the latter is not shown), the efficiencies for water originating from in between heights z 1 and z 2 can be defined as
, and
such that, for example, efficiencies for vapor from below cloud base are obtained for z 1 5 0 and z 2 5 z b . Again, note that DR 5 CE 3 PE with PE 5 FE 3 SE. Note that these height-resolved efficiencies cannot be calculated without the aid of the Lagrangian framework. Table 1 lists the efficiencies obtained for the entirety of the cloud, for vapor originating below cloud base, and 
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for vapor originating from above cloud base. The emerging picture of the water processing by each of the two pathways is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The red pathway corresponds to vapor entrained through cloud base and the blue pathway corresponds to vapor entrained laterally. Of the total water that entrained into the cloud at least once, the numbers are the percentages that participate at least once in each process. For example, in the REF simulation, 31% of the vapor that enters the cloud does so through the cloud base. Of that 31%, 11% condenses and 20% gets detrained from the cloud without ever condensing. Of that 11% that condenses, 7% becomes precipitation, while 4% is detrained by the cloud before forming precipitation. Of the 7% that precipitates, 5% survives all the way down to the surface, while the other 2% evaporates into clear air: 1.6% above cloud base and 0.4% below cloud base. The fraction of precipitation that evaporates above cloud base is significant: 1.6%/ 7% 5 23%. For example, this is larger than the upper limit of 15% chosen for the fraction of precipitation evaporating above cloud base in the buoyancy-sorting model of Emanuel (1981) . However, it is also possible that the fraction of evaporated rain is somewhat too large in our model owing to the use of a one-moment parameterization (Bryan and Morrison 2012) . The overall DR of the cloud results from the linear combination of the DRs of the two pathways with weights corresponding to the respective entrainment fraction. More than two-thirds of the vapor is entrained laterally, but with a very low DR. The vapor entrained through cloud base indeed has a larger DR, but its contribution to the overall entrainment is considerably smaller. As a consequence, the overall DR is only about half that of the DR for vapor entrained through the cloud base. Thus, the cloud's ability to convert vapor to surface rainfall is highly constrained by inefficient laterally entraining vapor. Both the fraction of vapor that condenses (CE) and the fraction of condensate that reaches the ground (PE) are smaller for water entraining laterally than for water entraining through cloud base.
Although REF and MOIST are similar in many regards, there are some important differences, too. The DR of Table 1 for vapor entrained through the cloud base (,B; red) and vapor entrained laterally above the cloud base (.B; blue). For example, in the MOIST simulation, 28% of the water that passes through the cloud does so by entering through the cloud base. Of that 28%, 12% condenses and 16% detrains from the cloud before it has a chance to condense. laterally entraining vapor in MOIST is twice as large as in REF, and the overall DR is 50% larger. This is a consequence of both larger CE and larger PE. Most likely, the enhancement of CE in MOIST results both from a reduced dry-air dilution of the cloud and from a larger contribution from ice-phase microphysics (owing to the MOIST cloud reaching 3 km higher than the REF cloud). This is reflected also in larger FEs. Note, however, that the deeper cloud in MOIST implies smaller SEs because of the formation of precipitation at higher altitudes and because of the smaller fall speeds of ice crystals. Both factors increase the time it takes for a precipitation particle to reach the ground and thereby lower its chance to fall out. Nevertheless, the mean PE is larger in MOIST. Very similar efficiencies have been obtained from two sensitivity experiments with modified microphysics, as described in the appendix.
Dependence of efficiencies on height and time
To better understand the different processing of water by the two entrainment pathways, the dependence of efficiencies (17)- (20) on the vapor origin height is studied in more detail in this section. Figure 6 shows profiles of DR, CE, FE, and SE as obtained for z 1 ranging from 0 to 10 km in 50-m intervals and z 2 5 z 1 1 50 m. The vertical axis corresponds to vapor origin levels such that multiplication of CE, FE, and SE yields DR. The precipitation efficiency PE (i.e., the product of FE and SE) is shown by the dashed black lines. DR has its largest values for vapor originating near the surface, very small values at 500 and 1000 m, and then monotonically decreasing values above an origin level of 2 km. The vertical profile of DR is highly correlated with and highly constrained by the profile of CE. Only near the cloud top is DR controlled through SE approaching 0. Besides small fluctuations, FE and SE decrease monotonically with vapor origin height thus implying a decrease of PE with vapor origin height.
a. Condensation efficiency
As seen in Fig. 6 , it is the condensation efficiency that is most responsible for the small drying ratios in the lower troposphere. An important question, then, is what physics sets the profile of CE? A natural hypothesis is that the CE(z) is set by the mean vertical distance that vapor from z is lofted. Let us thus define a mean vertical lifting height h(z) for the fraction of water vapor that originates from within a layer around height z and entrains at least once during the simulation (as indicated by A ent k ). More specifically, the mean lifting height is diagnosed for the fraction of those vapor particles that has never been in any condensed category before, as 
with A vap k (t) an indicator that is 1 if particle k has not yet been in any condensed water category at time t, and otherwise 0. The denominator in Eq. (21) equals the size of the sample of vapor particles that entrain at least once during the simulation but have not yet condensed at time t 0 . The in-cloud vertical velocity w c k (t) of a particle k equals its vertical velocity w k (t) if the sum of the Eulerian cloud liquid and cloud ice mass fractions at the location of the particle exceeds 10 25 kg kg 21 at time t. Otherwise, if the particle is detrained at time t, then w c k (t) is 0. Given h(z), we should be able to find an approximation for CE(z) based on the initial profile of the saturation mixing ratio q y * . The fraction of water particles that originate from z and remains in the vapor phase all the way up to z 1 h(z) should be approximately equal to the ratio of q y * [z 1 h(z)] to q y * (z). Therefore, the condensed fraction CE(z) should be Figure 7a plots the actual profile of CE as the solid curve and the approximation of Eq. (22) as the dashed curve for both simulations. The mean vertical displacement h(z) is shown in Fig. 7b . The agreement with the actual CE shows that the crucial parameter for CE is, indeed, the average distance lifted within saturated updrafts. Clearly, near-surface air is lifted highest, while vapor entrained into the upper parts of the cloud is lifted least. The differences between the q y * profile of the environment (used in this calculation) and the q y * profile that a parcel actually experiences within the cloud seem to be small and secondary to the profiles of CE. This is in line with the picture of a highly diluted cloud with little buoyancy (Zipser 2003; Romps and Kuang 2010; Muller et al. 2011; Singh and O'Gorman 2013) .
Additional analysis revealed that most of the condensing particles that first entrain through cloud base are lifted in an initial convective pulse and never detrain before condensing. Noncondensing vapor particles that originate from below cloud base are mostly entrained after this first pulse and rise within less buoyant sections of the cloud. The complex behavior of h(z) between 0.5 and 1.5 km results from the vortex dynamics during the early stage of the rising bubble, as will be explained further below.
b. Vortex dynamics, detrainment, and reentrainment
To explain the undulations in h(z) (and, therefore, CE) below 1.5 km, we must consider the vortical structure of the initiating bubble. trajectories originating from within the bubble and its nearby surroundings. Water vapor sitting on top of the bubble (500 , z , 800 m) is pushed to the sides by the rising bubble approaching from below and, in contrast to the convergent flow near the surface, the emerging divergent flow leads to significantly less entraining trajectories. This explains the gap in the entrainment profiles seen earlier from the profile of f e and the transilient matrices (Figs. 3 and 4) .
A vortex ring near 900 m forms an exception to this divergent and detraining flow. Vapor is reentrained into the wake of the thermal that passes on its way from below. The recycling occurs after about 11 min in REF (somewhat earlier in MOIST) when some of the parcels from below have just passed. The vortex ring is clearly seen also in the Eulerian cloud liquid water distribution, as it forms a downward leaping saturated outflow from the cloud and an engulfment of unsaturated air right below. Very similar circulations around thermals have been observed in cumulus clouds Damiani et al. 2006) . The underlying process of entrainment into the thermal's wake seems in line with the concept of a shedding thermal (Blyth et al. 1988 ).
c. Precipitation efficiency
The overall PE for the REF (MOIST) simulation, defined as the product of FE and SE, is 33% (38%). The profile of PE, which is given by the product of the red and green curves in Fig. 6 , is shown by the dashed black lines in the same figure. The precipitation efficiency is greatest for vapor entrained into the cloud near the surface. Precipitation efficiencies for that near-surface vapor are about 40% for the REF simulation and about 50% for the MOIST simulation. PE decreases monotonically with vapor origin height, primarily owing to a decrease of the sedimentation efficiency SE toward 0 for vapor entrained at the top of the cloud. Precipitation that forms in the upper parts of the cloud will have to survive the free-fall over a larger distance to reach the ground. The decrease of FE with vapor origin height most likely reflects the liquid water dependence of the growth by collision and coalescence. Vapor originating at low levels with high CE will produce more condensate and thus might favor a faster warm-rain formation than water entraining higher up with lower CE. Using similar arguments, the particle growth from the collision of solid and liquid hydrometeors is expected to decrease with origin height.
d. Time series
As discussed in the introduction, previous studies have attempted to define time series of drying ratios and precipitation efficiencies using Eulerian statistics. To see how these Eulerian statistics can be misleading, Fig. 9a shows vapor entrainment rates and surface precipitation rates for MOIST. Average rates are computed for 1-min time intervals by counting entrainment events of vapor particles and rainout events of rain particles. The standard approach is to define DR as the ratio of the instantaneous surface rainfall rate and vapor entrainment rate (blue curves). Time series analysis of such ratios have frequently been used to study efficiencies during different stages of convective storms (e.g., Ferrier et al. 1996; Cohen and McCaul 2007; Khain et al. 2008 ). However, DRs estimated as the ratio of instantaneous rates entail two issues. First, an obvious time lag between entrainment and rainfall exists. Second, instantaneous entrainment rates include water molecules that already entrained previously, thereby biasing the efficiency low. This second issue also affects the ratios of time-integrated totals. The Lagrangian approach fixes both of these issues. Rain rates can be shifted and plotted as a function of the first-entrainment time and entrainment rates can be obtained considering only first-entrainment events (red curves in Fig. 9a ). The entrainment rate calculated from first-entrainment events only is significantly smaller than the total entrainment rate, echoing a similar result for dry air (Yeo and Romps 2013) . Figure 9b shows DR calculated in two different ways: the standard Eulerian way (blue curve) and the new Lagrangian way (red curve). The DR calculated using the Eulerian time series has a bimodal time series with maxima near the middle and end of the cloud's life cycle. In contrast, the DR calculated using the Lagrangian time series leads to a physically plausible result: the drying ratio reaches around 30% during the first 10 min and then tapers off to 0% well before the cloud has dissipated. The fact that DR decreases in time as the cloud grows is in qualitative agreement with the profile of DR in Fig. 6b , which decreases monotonically with height above about 1.5 km.
Figures 9c and 9d illustrate the analogous concept for PE. Note that the standard precipitation time series [RR (time)] exceeds the condensation rate for times beyond 45 min (Fig. 9c ). This is due to the lag between condensation and surface precipitation. On the other hand, the error made from counting condensation multiple times is small (i.e., the COND first and COND all curves are nearly identical). Figure 9d shows PE calculated in both the standard Eulerian fashion and with the new Lagrangian method. With the standard method, the precipitation efficiency ranges wildly between 0% and 1000%. With the new Lagrangian method, the precipitation efficiency starts at about 70%, dips down to 45%, rises to a second maximum of about 60% after 12 min, and then decreases smoothly to 0. If we picture the cloud rising with time, this agrees qualitatively with the PE profile in Fig. 6b , which shows PE decreasing with height.
Summary and conclusions
A stochastic Lagrangian particle framework has been developed here to track representative water molecules in large-eddy simulations of atmospheric convection. The framework allows for the tracking of molecules through both physical and microphysical space, providing a detailed view of how clouds process water. This makes it possible to track surface rainfall back to its original height and to study precipitation efficiencyand other efficiencies of water conversion-as a function of the original height of water vapor. Simulations are carried out for two cumulus congestus clouds rising through environments of different relative humidity.
In the first step of the analysis, the Lagrangian particle trajectories are used to calculate various transilient matrices for water. These transilient matrices differ from previous transilient matrices (e.g., Stull 1984; Romps and Kuang 2011) in the sense that they quantify the transport of water molecules instead of nitrogen molecules. Unlike nitrogen molecules, water molecules can move relative to the dry air (because of the free-fall speeds of precipitating hydrometeors) and there are sources and sinks of water molecules at the surface (because of surface vapor fluxes and surface precipitation).
In the second step, the transilient matrices are used to define and study the drying ratio (DR) of vapor molecules entrained at a specific height (i.e., the fraction of those molecules that reach the ground as precipitation). The drying ratio can be written as the product of the condensation efficiency (CE) and the precipitation efficiency (PE). In turn, PE can be written as the product of a formation efficiency (FE) (i.e., efficiency of forming precipitation) and a sedimentation efficiency (SE; i.e., efficiency of sedimenting to the surface), yielding DR 5 CE 3 FE 3 SE.
It is found here that boundary layer and freetropospheric water vapor make comparable contributions to surface precipitation. Although boundary layer vapor rains out much more efficiently (i.e., higher DR) than free-tropospheric vapor, the latter dominates the vapor that enters the cloud. The inefficient laterally entrained vapor from the free troposphere constrains the overall DR of the cloud to values that are only half the DR of vapor from the boundary layer. As expected, lateral mixing reduces the overall drying ratio of the cloud.
The drying ratio of a cumulus congestus is most constrained by CE in the sense that, among the terms on the right-hand side of DR 5 CE 3 FE 3 SE, CE is the smallest and has the most vertical structure. It is shown here that CE(z) (i.e., the condensation efficiency of water vapor from height z) can be approximated as 1 2 q y * [z 1 h(z)]/q y * (z), where h(z) is the mean height that water vapor from z is lifted upward in the cloud and q y * is the saturation vapor mixing ratio. The larger CE and DR of vapor originating from the boundary layer results from its considerably larger h(z). It remains to be clarified if ascent through a relatively protected cloud core is the process that favors the larger vertical displacement of boundary layer vapor. The coherent involutions of the initial vortex ring formed by the rising bubble seem to support the concept for entrainment into the thermal's wake as proposed by Blyth et al. (1988) .
The precipitation efficiency is found to be 33% and 38% for the dry and moist simulations, respectively. FE and SE have comparable values near the surface in the range of 60%-80%. Both FE and SE decrease with vapor origin height, but SE decreases much more rapidly, so it is identified as the dominant control on PE for water entraining into the upper parts of the clouds. Water vapor that entrains and condenses in the cloud at higher altitudes has a lower chance of reaching the ground as precipitation primarily because it has to survive a larger distance toward the surface.
Although the decrease of conversion efficiencies with vapor origin height seems to be a general feature of congestus clouds, the individual efficiencies obtained might depend on the specific environment studied (e.g., relative humidity, wind shear) and might also depend on the employed parameterizations. For example, the evolution of the individual clouds might be affected by the way subgrid-scale turbulence is modeled. However, one could argue that adding a subgrid-scale representation for turbulent diffusion will increase lateral mixing at the cloud-air interface, which leads to more entrainment of vapor, which, in turn, should impede cloud growth. Although condensation efficiencies might thus be somewhat lower, the obtained two-thirds fraction for entrainment of vapor above cloud base might then not be much affected. Sensitivity experiments for which selected microphysical properties had been modified revealed little sensitivity of the individual efficiencies and confirmed our main conclusions (see the appendix). A different microphysics parameterization (e.g., two moment instead of one moment) might nevertheless yield somewhat different efficiencies. It is beyond the scope of this paper to test this sensitivity. A more general picture of cloud efficiencies should be pursued in future studies. An extension of this framework to a more realistic scenariofor example, one with multiple clouds (shallow and deep cumulus) at a time-could provide a more universal view on cloud efficiencies. Such an extension would then also have to deal with the issue that water molecules might reside within more than one cloud before they fall out.
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APPENDIX (In)sensitivity to Microphysics
Two sensitivity experiments are described here in order to illustrate the robustness of our main findings to selected microphysical specifications. Time series of surface precipitation rate obtained from the Lagrangian particles in the original and the sensitivity runs are shown in Fig. A1 . To better understand the underlying microphysics, we split the particles into two groups: particles that are never part of a frozen water category (i.e., warm phase) and particles that are at least once part of a frozen water category (i.e., mixed phase). The total precipitation (i.e., all particles that reach the ground) is shown by solid curves and mixed-phase precipitation is shown by dashed curves.
REF_MAR uses the same setup as REF, but a different cloud-drop concentration N b and relative dispersion D b within the Berry-type formulation of autoconversion [Lin et al. 1983, their Eq. (50) ]. To represent a more maritime cloud type, N b is decreased from 1000 to 50 cm 23 and D b is increased from 0.15 to 0.36 (e.g., Simpson and Wiggert 1969) . REF_MAR produces a congestus cloud with an earlier onset of warm-rain precipitation and with less vigorous mixedphase precipitation (see Fig. A1a ).
The second experiment, MOIST_HAIL, is the same as MOIST, but uses a smaller intercept parameter N 0g for the graupel-hail size distribution. We adjust the original value from N 0g 5 4 3 10 6 m 24 to Lord et al.
(1984)'s value of N 0g 5 4 3 10 4 m
24
. As described by Krueger et al. (1995) , the modified spectrum with reduced N 0g is closer to that of hail (rather than graupel) and differences are expected mostly because of the increased hydrometeor fall speed. In agreement with Krueger et al. (1995) 's findings, MOIST_HAIL results in a more shallow cloud than MOIST and a smaller graupel and ice content in the upper parts of the cloud. Figure A1b shows the earlier onset of mixed-phase precipitation due to the faster fall speed of hail. Despite these differences, the modified congestus clouds lead to the same conclusions as REF and MOIST. The integral fraction of vapor originating from below cloud base and the related rainfall fraction are F Table A1 ). To better understand this insensitivity of the efficiencies, we computed PE for the warm-phase particles and the mixed-phase particles separately. In the case of REF_MAR, the insensitivity results from an increased PE of the warm-rain process that is counteracted by a smaller PE of the mixed-phase process. MOIST_HAIL has a slightly higher mixedphase PE than MOIST, but differences are fairly small. 
